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Goal
1. Learn what you can learn from pulse EPR
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1. Pulse EPR basics



EPR sees spins and their coupling

Crystallography view:
structural cartoon

Magnetic resonance view:
system of coupled spins

1 unpaired electron spin on Fe3+ (S = 1/2)
all magnetic nuclei (1H, 2H, 14N, 15N, 13C, ...)
nonmagnetic nuclei invisible (12C, 16O, 32S)
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hydroxy-metmyoglobin (MbOH)
Fe(III) d5 low-spin (S = 1/2)
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Information from cw EPR and pulse EPR

CW EPR: low resolution
- metal center, (ligands)
- strongly coupled

magnetic nuclei

Pulse EPR: high resolution
- weakly coupled magnetic

nuclei (1H, 14N, 13C, etc)
- ligands in first and

second ligand sphere
- hydrogen bonds
- distances to other spin

centers

other
spin center

magnetic nuclei within a few Å
electron spins with a few nm

Pulse EPR = set of high-resolution EPR techniques to
determine local structure around a spin center (metal ion, metal cluster, or radical)



Pulse EPR is a solid-state spectroscopy

Most common form of bioinorganic EPR 
samples: frozen aqueous solutions of proteins.

B0

B1

Frozen solution =
random uniform distribution of static 
orientations of the molecules, like a dilute 
powder.

molecules



Hidden details in solid-state CW EPR spectra

as recorded

integrated

Origins of static line broadenings
1. anisotropies of g tensor,

A tensor, D tensor
2. site-to-site structural heterogeneity

resulting in g, A, D heterogeneity
3. unresolved splittings

- hyperfine coupling to magnetic
nuclei

- coupling to other electron spins

pulse EPR

Hidden structure

frozen solution
CW EPR "powder" spectrum

single
orientation
(unresolvable with CW EPR)



Comparison CW and pulse EPR

CW (continuous-wave) EPR
- continuous excitation
- low microwave power (μW-mW)
- absorption spectroscopy
- measures steady-state response

during excitation
- low resolution

Pulse EPR
- pulse excitation
- very high microwave power (W-kW)
- emission spectroscopy
- measures transient response

after excitation
- high resolution



Pulse EPR uses pulses to rotate electrons

B0

Energy level diagram

E

E

Spin-up and spin-down: stationary states
Spin-”sideways”: non-stationary state (spins precess)



Pulse EPR spectrometer
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90°

FID

spins in thermal
equilibrium

pulse rotates spins by
90 degrees

spins precess with
different frequencies

B0

all are in phase dephasing

fast spins

slow spins

Free Induction Decay (FID)

excitation pulse
(W, kW) weak emission signal

(µW, nW)

signal intensity is proportional to vector sum of spins
in plane perpendicular to magnetic field



Electron Spin Echo (ESE)

90°
pulse

180°
pulse

echo
( = 2x FID)

FID

thermal
equilibrium

rotated by 90o

precessing and
dephasing

dephased rotated by 180o

precessing and
rephasing

refocused

τ τ

two-pulse echo = primary echo = Hahn echo

B0



2. Magnetic nuclei
and their interactions



Magnetic nuclei and their interactions

Nuclear Zeeman interaction
Magnetic interaction with external applied magnetic field
(static or oscillating)

Hyperfine interaction
Magnetic interaction of
nucleus with field due
to electron spin

Nuclear quadrupole interaction
Electric interaction between nonspherical nucleus and
inhomogeneous electric field

Only for nonspherical nuclei (spin > 1/2)!

Three effects that determine the energy of magnetic nuclei

1

2

3

Contributions:
1. through-bond  (isotropic; "Fermi contact")
2. through-space  (anisotropic; dipolar)
(3. spin-orbit contribution)



Nuclear Zeeman Interaction

Nucleus Spin % gn
1H 1/2 99.99 +5.58569
2H 1 0.01 +0.857438
14N 1 99.6 +0.403761
15N 1/2 0.4 - 0.566378
13C 1/2 1.1 +1.40482
17O 5/2 0.04 - 0.757516
31P 1/2 100 +2.2632

no spin: 12C, 16O, 32S, etc.

NMR: gyromagnetic ratio 𝛾𝛾 = 𝑔𝑔n𝜇𝜇N/ℏ

𝜈𝜈I = − 𝜇𝜇N/ℎ ⋅ 𝑔𝑔n𝐵𝐵0

Nucleus Spin % gn
63Cu 3/2 69 +1.484
65Cu 3/2 31 +1.588
53Cr 3/2 9.5 - 0.3147
55Mn 5/2 100 +1.3819
57Fe 1/2 2.1 +0.1806
59Co 7/2 100 +1.318
61Ni 3/2 1.1 - 0.5000

no spin: 56Fe, 58Ni, 60Ni, etc.

magnetic
fieldnuclear

g factor

nuclear Bohr
magneton
5.0508·10-27 J/T

Nuclear precession/Larmor/Zeeman frequency:

×6.5

opposite
sign

Example:  1H  with  𝐵𝐵0 = 0.350 T → 𝜈𝜈𝐼𝐼 = 14.9 MHz (electron: 9.8 GHz)
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Hyperfine coupling: 1. Fermi contact interaction

Simple interpretation:
spin population in atom-centered orbitals relative
to 100% orbital occupancy via reference Aiso

𝐴𝐴iso =
𝜇𝜇0𝜇𝜇B𝜇𝜇N

3ℎ
𝑆𝑆𝑧𝑧 −1𝑔𝑔e ⋅ 𝑔𝑔n ⋅ 𝜎𝜎𝛼𝛼−𝛽𝛽

Nucleus Spin Aiso(100%)                    
1H 1/2 1420 MHz
14N 1 1811 MHz, 1538 MHz
15N 1/2 -2540 MHz, -2158 MHz
13C 1/2 3777 MHz, 3109 MHz

Electron-nucleus magnetic interaction due to
small, but finite, probability of finding an unpaired
electron at position of nucleus (s orbitals only!)

Reasons for non-zero Aiso
(1) ground-state open s shell
(2) valence-core spin polarization

(e.g. 3d→2s, 2p →1s)

spin density at
position of nucleus

scales with 𝑔𝑔n

Example:    Aiso(1H) = 20 MHz → 20/1420 = 1.4%

alternative: compare to quantum-chemical estimates

conventional units:
MHz

What you can learn from Aiso
(1) spin delocalization
(2) proximity of nucleus to metal ion
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Be
electron

magnetic
nucleus

magnetic dipole
field of electron

r

Hyperfine coupling: 2. Through-space dipolar coupling

Bn

magnetic dipole
field of nucleus

θ

B0

Dipolar coupling strength depends on
(1)   1/𝑟𝑟3 (drops by 8 if 𝑟𝑟 is doubled)
(2)   𝜃𝜃 (2x larger for 𝜃𝜃 = 0 than for 𝜃𝜃 = 𝜋𝜋/2) 

hyperfine field
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Combining Hyperfine and Zeeman: Local fields

B0

Bhf

Btot

electron

magnetic
nucleus

B0

hyperfine field
due to electron
spin

Zeeman field

total field

at equilibrium, nuclear spin
aligns along total field

1+2



Combining Hyperfine and Zeeman: Local fields

B0
Bhf

Btot

electron

magnetic
nucleus

B0

hyperfine field due
to electron spin

Zeeman field

total field

flipped!

changed!

1+2



Nuclear frequencies and powder spectra

Weak coupling regime Strong coupling regime

𝜈𝜈 𝑚𝑚𝑆𝑆 ≈ |𝜈𝜈I + 𝑚𝑚𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐴|

𝜈𝜈I = −𝑔𝑔n𝜇𝜇B𝐵𝐵0/ℎ

𝜈𝜈I ≫ |𝑚𝑚𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐴| 𝜈𝜈I ≪ |𝑚𝑚𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐴|

neglecting 𝑚𝑚𝑆𝑆𝐵𝐵 term
(valid for weak and strong coupling only)

centered at νI, split by A centered at A/2, split by 2νI

𝜈𝜈 𝑚𝑚𝑆𝑆 = (𝜈𝜈I + 𝑚𝑚𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐴)2+(𝑚𝑚𝑆𝑆𝐵𝐵)2

1+2



Nuclear Quadrupole Interaction

torque

Nucleus Spin Quadrupole moment (b)
2H 1 +0.00286
14N 1 +0.02044
33S 3/2 - 0.0678
63Cu 3/2 - 0.22
17O 5/2 - 0.02558
55Mn 5/2 +0.33

- Nnonspherical spape, described by an electric quadrupole moment Q.

Q > 0
prolate nucleus

egg shaped

−

−

1 b (barn)
= 100 fm2

highest energy

−

−

+ +

(2) Inhomogeneous electric fields in molecules: electric field gradient (EFG) at nuclei

(1) Nuclei with spin>1/2 have electric quadrupole moment

−

−

lowest energy

+

+

(3) Quadrupole nuclei have
orientation-dependent
energy

+

+
+ +

Q < 0
oblate nucleus
burger shaped

- Spin is tied to nuclear shape!

electric, not
magnetic interaction!

(4) This leads to additional
splittings in spectra.
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Types of pulse EPR experiments

Field echo-detected field sweep
FID-detected field sweep

RF frequency

MW frequency

Pulse delays

Pulse EPR measures spin echo (or FID) amplitude as a function of…

inversion recovery
two-pulse ESEEM
three-pulse ESEEM
HYSCORE

Quantity Experiment name Result

EPR spectrum

relaxation times
nuclear spectrum
nuclear spectrum

nuclear spectrum
nuclear spectrum

Davies ENDOR
Mims ENDOR

ELDOR-detected NMR
DEER

nuclear spectrum
distance between spin centers



3. Examples



Stellacyanin: identification of Cu2+ imidazole ligand
14N ESEEM

Biochemistry 1976 15 3863

Stellacyanin

GlyGly

BSA

imidazole

Gly6

http://dx.doi.org/10.1021/bi00662a033


Aconitase: substrate and water binding
17O ENDOR

J.Biol.Chem. 1986 261 4840

I = 5/2

strong coupling

http://www.jbc.org/content/261/11/4840


Compound ES

ES(H,H)

ES(W51F)

ES(d8-Trp,H)

ES(d8-Trp,D)

ES(d8-Trp,D)

Cytochrome c peroxidase: tryptophan radical
H/D ENDOR

Science 1989 245 738

http://www.jstor.org/stable/1704039


PFL-AE: coordination of S-adenosyl-methionine

JACS 2002 124 3143

S-adenosyl-methionine (SAM)
binding to [4Fe4S] cluster in
pyruvate formate-lyase activating enzyme (PFL-AE)

CW EPR 2H ENDOR 13C ENDOR

-SAM

+SAM

𝒈𝒈⊥ 𝒈𝒈∥

𝒈𝒈∥

𝒈𝒈⊥ 𝒈𝒈⊥

𝒈𝒈∥

2H ENDOR
13C ENDOR

http://dx.doi.org/10.1021/ja012034s


Pyruvate formate-lyase activating enzyme: Fe-C bond

Science 2016 352 822

13C ENDOR

http://dx.doi.org/10.1126/science.aaf5327


Nitrogenase FeMo cofactor: interstitial carbon

Science 2011 334 940

13C, 15N ESEEM

X-band 3-pulse ESEEM ligand carbons

central
carbon

http://dx.doi.org/10.1126/science.1214025


Photosystem II: Structural model of OEC

JACS 2000 122 10926

55Mn (I = 5/2)

[Mn4Ca] cluster in PSII S2 state: Mn(III,III,III,IV)

55Mn ENDOR

strong
coupling
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[FeFe] hydrogenase: azadithiolate
[FeFe] hydrogenase + model

Angew. Chem. 2011 50 1 
PCCP 2009 11 6592

14N/15N HYSCORE

http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/b905841a


LAM = Lysine 2,3-aminodismutase

Biochem. 2001 40 7773

anhydroadenosyl
radical (anSAM)

CW EPR resolved
No need for pulse EPRLAM: trapping of radical intermediate

all 1H

3’-2H

2’-2H

5’-2H2

5’,3’-2H3

5’,2’-2H3

http://dx.doi.org/10.1021/bi0104569


Resolved CW EPR

Nat. Chem. Bio. 2013, 9, 422

Pulse EPR

Cfr: Radical substrate intermediate

http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/nchembio.1251


Complex 1: Assignment of FeS clusters

PNAS 2010 107 1930
Annu.Rev.Biochem. 2013 82 551

FeS-FeS DEERAssignment of FeS cluster EPR signals to sites 
in crystal structure

http://dx.doi.org/10.1073/pnas.0908050107
http://dx.doi.org/10.1146/annurev-biochem-070511-103700


Cytochrome P450cam: conformational change

PNAS 2012 198 12888

Nx-Nx DEER

time-domain
signal

distance
distribution

http://dx.doi.org/10.1073/pnas.1207123109
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Pulse EPR

CW EPR: low resolution
- metal center, (ligands)
- strongly coupled

magnetic nuclei

Pulse EPR: high resolution
- weakly coupled magnetic

nuclei (1H, 14N, 13C, etc)
- ligands in first and

second ligand sphere
- hydrogen bonds
- distances to other spin

centers

other
spin center

magnetic nuclei within a few Å
electron spins with a few nm

Pulse EPR = set of high-resolution EPR techniques to
determine local structure around a spin center (metal ion, metal cluster, or radical)



What you can learn from EPR data

type of ligand nuclei
ligand protonation states
location of ligands, protons
coordination mode of ligands
oxidation state assignment in clusters

g tensor
hyperfine coupling
zero-field splitting
relaxation times

EPR spectrum (CW or pulse)

Nuclear spectra (ESEEM, ENDOR)

Dipolar spectra (DEER)
dipolar coupling distance between spin centers

type of spin center (metal, radical)
oxidation and spin state
coordination geometry
electronic ground state
spin delocalization onto ligands

nuclear Zeeman frequency
isotropic hyperfine
anisotropic hyperfine
nuclear quadrupole

Measurements Structural information
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